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Gods of the Goblins Aldryami Addendum #8 By Shannon Appelcline Ask any Vronkali, any Mreli, or any Embyli and they will tell you that the Sloriﬁngs – which is to say the red elfs or goblins to us less educated folks – are not true elfs at all. They are hybrids, no more elfs than men are. Certainly, it is true that the ‘true elfs’ do not have much to do with the red elfs. Even down in Pamaltela, where both are common, there is more likely to be a barrier to keep the two groups apart than a path to join them together (a fact that is literally true in the lands where jungle and swamp meet, in southwest Umathela).



Slor, Father of the Sloriﬁngs



However there is another way that you can tell how different the Sloriﬁngs are from the rest of the Aldryami and that is by examining their gods. The Sloriﬁngs certainly are able to worship the same deities that look after the rest of the elf races. You will ﬁnd some Sloriﬁng shamans who commune with Seyotel and her children, a few priests who serve the elemental gods (with Eron, Gata and the Iri shards all being equally popular, as the red elfs do not differentiate between the two sorts of elements) and a fairly large number who worship the mixed gods – Bengara, Ferotha, Trigora and Veratha.



Overview



However, less than 1 out of 20 goblins call these Aldryami gods their own. The vast majority of Sloriﬁngs instead worship gods that are uniquely their own. There are a few who are known all across Glorantha and many, many more who are unique to a single locale – just as there are many species of red elfs that are found in just one or two places in the world. This article details three of the deities of the Sloriﬁngs. It expands upon the basic information about the race found in Elfs: A Guide to the Aldryami and the more extensive description of them published in Signs & Portents #73. Of the three deities described in this article, Slor and Sluj are both widely worshiped among the Sloriﬁngs, while Nyth is an example of a more local ancestor god, remembered by just one of the many species of red elfs.
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‘The Aldryami, they talk about Potential, then act like they is it. Is not true. We know Potential, just like them but we remember it was life and death, both of ‘em. Wasn’t true Potential in this world ‘til Slor sloughed off’a Falamal’s branches and gave birth to Slorifs all over the world. That was Potential. Is us.’ —Atzen Tiko, Sloriﬁng Chutti



Slor is the ancestor deity of all red elfs. As such, he holds the same place in their mythology as Aldrya and Murthdrya do in the myths of the earth elfs and the sea elfs. The God Learners claim that he is a grandson of the Grower and the hidden fourth seed of Falamal, because that draws a nice parallel between all of the elf ancestor deities – and God Learners like things nice and clean, because it makes it easier for them to steal other peoples’ magic. The red elfs, on the other hand, say that Slor is the child of Potential itself. Or maybe he is Potential embodied in the world of Glorantha. On the other hand, he might be part of Falamal’s very essence, changed into something else. They are not uniﬁed in their precise beliefs and sometimes they are not even consistent in the same conversation. That drives God Learners crazy. As the parent of all Sloriﬁngs, Slor is sometimes called ‘Great Spore’, ‘Spore Father’, or ‘Spore of the Great Tree’. Slor is also the Sloriﬁng god of secrets, for he hid in Falamal’s branches in the Red Age. Finally, he is also the Sloriﬁng god of change for he symbolises his children, which are constantly metamorphosing.



Mythology In the beginning there was Potential and it tried to enter Glorantha to make the world. However, because Potential entered



the universe with a purely generative urge, it was unable to complete the transition. Only those parts of it related to creating, growing and healing instantiated in the newly created world. They became the Grower. This was very bad, because with only half of its nature, Grower had no balance. It almost destroyed everything in its urge to create. Fortunately, the ultimate expression of the generative urge was destruction. This allowed the other half of Potential to enter Glorantha. Sadly, it found that its Growerhalf had changed too much to join itself as a complete being. Thus the second half of Potential became Taker. In doing so it created the Cycle. It thought that was Balance but they are not the same thing. All this time, Potential also continued to dwell outside the world, for it is inﬁnitely divisible yet never dwindling, like a great spore cloud. It saw that within the world it was not complete and it also saw how it could become complete within the world – not by entering it but by being born within it. Thus did Potential rebirth itself in Glorantha one more time and this time it was complete and that was Slor. When Slor was reborn, he recreated himself upon the tallest height of Glorantha, which was the great tree, Falamal. He hid within the leaves, moving from branch to branch. Whenever he stopped he would exhale and new spores would ﬂoat down toward Glorantha. During this time, the wind god Orlanth was constantly blowing in the north and as a result most of Slor’s spores blew south, onto the land that is today called Pamaltela. Because Slor was Potential, he was constantly creating new things and as a result there were soon hundreds of different Sloriﬁng species in Glorantha. One need only compare them to the scant two or three species of Aldryami to see how favoured a species the Sloriﬁngs are.



We call the time when Slor was alive in Glorantha the Red Age. It began the moment that Slor ﬁrst insinuated himself into Falamal’s limbs and it ended when Falamal was cut down, plunging him – and Slor – into the Underworld.



Cult Spells: Allergy*, Endurance, Good Fortune, Heal, Mobility, Vigour. * This spell is in the RuneQuest Spellbook. Common Divine Magic: All. Special Divine Magic: Live on the Enemy, Spore.



initiated the Red Age by blossoming upon Falamal’s limbs, he heralded a new time of hybridisation in the world – when all of Glorantha came together to make things that were greater than those that had existed before.



As the Black Age came to an end, Slor’s people tried to enter the Underworld to restore their god but they were hindered along the way by the Seven Chaos Children, the Last Great Fire Empire and the Two Men with a Large Fan. Each time Slor’s people overwhelmed their foes with raw numbers, despite the hundreds of species that were forever destroyed in the process. Despite the fearlessness of the Sloriﬁngs and despite their resolute nature, these distractions cost them too much time. The Underworld was closed to mortals under the Compromise before the Sloriﬁngs could ﬁnd their lost father.



Acolyte Membership Requirements: Standard.



Thus were born the goblins, the men, the beasts and the other red races. The stories of these hybrids can be found even in the stories of the Aldryami. However, the Aldryami do not likely to admit that their perfect elements became hybridised at this time also, as they joined together at their interfaces.



Thus, Slor still waits to be found in the Underworld. The Five Lost Sloriﬁngs – those who made it into the Taker’s lands before the Compromise was made – still wander, ever seeking, without hope and without the support of their fellows. In the world of Glorantha above, species of red elfs disappear one-by-one, for the Great Spore is no longer there to replenish them. Special Notes: Unlike the ancestor gods Aldrya and Murthdrya, the followers of Slor may only access him through divine practice. Runes: Death, Fertility, Plant. Type: Ancestor spirit. Pantheon: Elf. Worshippers: Sloriﬁngs of all sorts. The occasional ‘true’ elf that believes in the Balance but does not want to worship Bengara, Ferotha, Trigora, or Veratha. Worshipper’s Duties: Explore new lands that can be spored, learn the knowledge of enemies and spread the Sloriﬁng nations to the four winds. Initiate Membership Requirements: Anyone who wants to spread the ways of Slor is welcome. Cult Skills: Athletics, Dodge, Lore (Slor), Lore (World), Persistence, Resilience, Survival.



Spore Spreader (Runepriest) Membership Requirements: A candidate must have 90% or more in Survival, plus 75% or more in four of the other cult skills. Special Beneﬁts Initiates get a +10% to Life Sense in their home swamp. Runepriests automatically detect any Sloriﬁngs within 100 metres. Associated Cults Falamal: Provides Fruition and Sprout. See Cults of Glorantha: Volume I, pages 85 and 93.



Sluj, God of the Swamps ‘The Sloriﬁngs say they got some swamp god but what do they know? I think they’re just worshipping Gata who’s got a little wet. Heh.’ —Imberrino Spearwit, Embyli Warder & Diplomat



Overview Sluj is the god of swamps. He is a solid element grown mercurial and in this way he is the perfect symbol of the goblins – who themselves are mercurial Aldryami. Symbolically, Sluj represents slow and steady determination, the successful melding of different elements and the silent, gaping maw of the deep earth. Sluj is also called ‘Slime Man’ and ‘Dirty Earth’.



Mythology When the Grower dismembered himself, he created the earth, the sun and the water. At ﬁrst each remained aloof and apart from its fellows. However when Slor



Water and sun created steam, a rather ephemeral element that only has importance in the stories of the sea elves. Earth and sun created air, the most troublesome of all of the elements and one that is strangely missing from the myths of the Aldryami – despite the damage that air did during the Red Age. Finally, water and earth created swamp – the greatest of all the elements, for it combined the protection and stability of Gata with the fertility of Eron. Sluj is the god of all swamps, who came into existence when water and earth were ﬁrst allowed to mingle in the Red Age. He was a great advisor to the Thousand Dynasties of Pamaltela. He sat upon the Twin Sunken Thrones that were all that remained of an ancient forest. When the forces of the Black Age began to overpower the remaining Dynasties, he split the southern continent in two, to form the swamps of Porlaso and Hornilio – permanent havens for his sacred people. Where so many other elemental gods, such as Hamalao, Aron and Gata, were wounded near to death during the Black Age, Sluj never was, for he could never be found and could never be taken even if he were, for he was too slick and slippery. Thus he still lives in the land of Glorantha, always ready to give support and protection when called upon. Runes: Earth, Water. Type: Elemental god of Earth and Water. Pantheon: Elf.
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Gods of the Goblins Aldryami Addendum #8 Worshippers: Sloriﬁngs of all sorts. Very rare ‘dark’ elfs among the Aldryami, who believe the Sloﬁng’s claims that there are more elements than the six recognised by most Aldryami. Worshipper’s Duties: Protect the swamps, remain alive and everchanging, make new things out of old.



they had to die so that their species could live. However, many of them remained active in different ways: some guided their peoples from the Underworld; some were reborn as red elfs of their own species; and some even returned from the Underworld in their own bodies, through various means.



Initiate Membership Requirements: Only plant beings may join. Sloriﬁngs may join automatically upon reaching maturity. Cult Skills: 1H Hammer, Athletics, First Aid, Healing, Lore (Sluj), Persistence, Resilience, Survival. Cult Spells: Clear Path, Douse*, Heal, Protection, Sink*. * This spell is in the RuneQuest Spellbook. Common Divine Magic: All. Special Divine Magic: Become Unstoppable, Sucking Sludge.



Following the end of the Red Age, however, the majority of the Thousand Spores have been lost. Though the founders of all of the living species of red elfs can still be contacted in different ways, only a handful of the founders of the hundreds of extinct red elf species still exist.



Acolyte Membership Requirements: Standard. Great Sludge (Runelord) Membership Requirements: A candidate must have 90% or more in Resilience, plus 75% or more in four of the other cult skills. Special Beneﬁts Initiates get a +10% to Athletics in any swamp. Acolytes can see all of the natural dangers of a swamp. Runelords may detect the raw elements that make up any created object after several minutes’ study. Associated Cults Eron: Provides Command (Undine). Gata: Provides Command (Gnome) to Runelords.



The Thousand Spores



When Slor opened up his sacs, thousands of different spores drifted down from Falamal to the world below. Some rode the winds far and wide; some ride them still. Most, however, eventually came to rest in Glorantha. Each of these became the progenitor of an entire species of red elfs. None of the Thousand Spores – as they are known – dwelt in Glorantha for long, for
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The surviving members of the Thousand Spores can be worshiped as heroes. As with the elf heroes discussed in Elfs: A Guide to the Aldryami (pages 90-93), each of the Thousand Spores can be worshiped jointly with any other major red elf deity (speciﬁcally, Slor or any of the elemental gods) without any increase in time or resource commitment. Unlike the Elf heroes, the Thousand Spores appear as typical deities, not as spirits. One example of these heroes, Nyth – the founder of the adventuresome Nythini species – appears in this article. He is a typical Thousand Spores giving a scant number of Initiate beneﬁts but no higher levels of membership. Duties that would typically be carried out by acolytes, runelords, or runepriests of the cult instead fall to the appropriate members of the Slor religion.



Nyth, Death-Defying Sloriﬁng Ancestor ‘Slor is our body. Nyth is our spirit.’ —Atzen Tiko, Sloriﬁng Chutti



Overview Slor is the ancestor deity for the Nythini species of the Sloriﬁngs. He is the embodiment of many of the most central



aspects of red elf psychology, such as their need to constantly explore and expand.



Mythology Nyth claims to be the ﬁrst of Slor’s spores that landed in the earth. He is not the only one of the ancestors to make that claim but he certainly does have one of the better arguments. Whatever the case, he was one of the ﬁve greatest leaders of the Thousand Spores in the early days of the Red Age. It was he who discovered the land of the Sitting Emperor, he who found the ﬁrst Marsh of Plenty and he who led the ﬁrst Hundred Dynasties to the Land of First Sporing. Nyth did a thousand stupid and courageous things during his ﬁrst life. His luck ﬁnally ran out during some adventure that was so minor that it was never recorded. He spored, 1,000 Nythini sprang up from his body and then he went down to live in Trigora. In the time before the dawn, Nyth returned from Trigora at least a dozen times. He stumbled upon the Forgotten Passage once, which led him back to the Twelve Tribes. Another time he appeared right in the middle of the Battle of Three Lost Gods and died so quickly while ﬁghting the forces of Oblivion that almost no one realised he had returned. He tricked his way out of Trigora a half-dozen times, fought his way out another three or four and was even rescued by mistake once. Each time he returned to the Sloriﬁng people and led them on great adventures, goaded them into great danger and generally made them the best Sloriﬁngs that they could be. Since the Dawn, the gates to Trigora are much more tightly shu, and thus Nyth has not been seen in the world for 1,000 years. Some say the time of his next return grows very near. Runes: Disorder. Type: Ancestor god, Trickster. Pantheon: Elf, The Thousand Spores.



Worshippers: Almost exclusively Nythini. Worshipper’s Duties: Do the unexpected, brave the dangerous, teach these duties to others. Initiate Membership Requirements: Standard. Candidate must also be an Initiate of Slor or one of the elf elemental gods. Cult Skills: Acrobatics, Athletics, Dodge, Inﬂuence, Persistence. Cult Spells: Befuddle, Fanaticism, Mobility. Common Divine Magic: Find Species, Reﬂection, Spiritual Journey. Special Divine Magic: Group Goad.



New Spells



The following spells follow the standard descriptive rules found in other RuneQuest supplements.



Divine Magic



Become Unstoppable Duration 15, Magnitude 2, Touch Cult: Sluj Sluj teaches that steady persistence can accomplish anything. This spell helps worshipers to live up to that ideal. It grants the target +20% Persistence and +20% Resilience. In addition, the target suffers no ill effects from wounds until a location’s Hit Points are reduced to a negative score greater than its starting Hit Points. When that occurs – or when the spell’s duration expires – the target immediately suffers the effects for any locations reduced to 0 Hit Points or below and gains three fatigue levels.



This spell may not be combined with Berserk or Fanaticism. Live on the Enemy Instant, Magnitude 1, Progressive Cult: Slor The name of this spell refers to Slor’s second lesson to his peoples, which says, ‘If you cannot defeat an enemy, live upon him for a while’. This spell may be cast to exactly duplicate the effects of any Divine Magic cast in the caster’s sight within the last ﬁve minutes. The magnitude of Live on the Enemy must be one greater than the magnitude of the spell being duplicated. Group Goad Duration 15, Magnitude 1, Progressive Cult: Nyth This spell helps a Nythini to encourage others to follow him into dangerous situations. It affects the caster and up to 100 followers who can hear him. Each Magnitude of the spell gives the caster a +5% bonus to Inﬂuence others to do something dangerous or reckless (+10% if the listener is Sloriﬁng). It also gives each listener who decides to follow the caster a +5% bonus to Persistence rolls required to keep engaging in the task (+10% if the listener is Sloriﬁng). Finally, it makes all Sloriﬁng followers immune to Fear spells of the same Magnitude or less. Spore Instant, Magnitude 1, Progressive, Ranged Cult: Slor



Worshipers of Slor may create a Spore Cloud using this spell. It is one metre in size per 1 magnitude of the spell. See Signs & Portents #67, pages 76-77 for notes on the Spore Clouds, as well as complete statistics. Alternatively, a Sloriﬁng may choose to sacriﬁce himself as he casts the spell. This creates a Spore Cloud that is ﬁve metres in size, plus one metre per magnitude of the spell. Sucking Sludge Instant, Magnitude 1, Ranged Cult: Sluj A more powerful variant of the Sink rune magic spell. It may only be cast at a target standing on soil or sand. It traps the target in a sucking pool of sludgy quicksand. While the character is in the sand, all active activities, including combat and Dodge tests (but excluding the test required to escape this spell), have a –20% penalty. The target may also not move normally while in the sand; to escape he must succeed at three Athletics tests, each of which takes a Combat Action. For each Athletics test that fails, 1D6 SIZ of the target sinks into the sand and all subsequent tests have a –10% penalty. In addition, the target sink s1D6 SIZ at the start of each Combat Round. If all of the target’s SIZ sinks, he drops below the ground and starts suffocating as if in water (see RuneQuest, page 90). Nearby friends may add half their Athletics score by spending a Combat Action.
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